
Unleash  
the power  
to transform.
Your company has dreams. 
We have the technology.

Corporate Overview

ERP, CRM and BI for small to mid-sized businesses.



You want advice and guidance

Understands the terrain

Gives you honest answers 
and truly objective counsel

Helps find the right technology 
for your business

Just like an alpine guide, you want an advisor with experience to help plan your route, 
chose the right gear, guide you up the path, watch out for pitfalls and get you back to 
base securely. NexTec: 

Provides guidance on how best 
to implement that technology

Your business has climbed to new heights and that’s great, but with every summit comes new challenges. Your 
software is antiquated, your systems don’t talk to each other, and you need new tools to keep up with industry changes. The 
big opportunities you have been waiting for are finally within reach – but first you need someone to help you make sense of your 
technology. That’s where NexTec comes in. We are experts at taking businesses that have reached the limits of their 
current business software to the next level. We specialize in ERP, CRM and BI for small to mid-sized businesses.

Goodbye, inefficiency.
Hello, NexTec.

You need a team with a track record
Experts are only expert if they have a long history and track 
record in business technology. NexTec:
•   Has over 20 years experience helping mid-sized 
     businesses with ERP, CRM and BI solutions
•   Has served more than 1,300 clients
•   Wins awards for its implementation of software
•   Employs certified consultants with deep industry 
     experience

You want experts who understand you
World-class software experts are hard to find. We’ve got an 
army of them. What’s more, many of our consultants have 
worked as Operations Managers, Warehouse Managers 
and IT Managers in companies and industries just like 
yours. They also hold CPAs, MCPs, MBAs, APICS, and 
PMPs which allows us to better advise you about the right 
technology for your business needs.

You want choice and value
You’re a growing mid-sized company. You can afford to 
invest, but cost still matters. We get that and help you find 
the right solution that fits your business. We offer you a wide 
choice of ERP, CRM and BI solutions that not everyone 
offers. We help you choose the right one for your business.

You want a partner you can count on
There’s a reason why our clients are so incredibly loyal: They 
love working with the NexTec team. In fact, almost half of 
our clients have tried working with other consultants before 
turning to us. Independently owned, with offices throughout 
the country, we are the leading mid-market implementer 
with a reputation for project management and client 
satisfaction that none of our direct competitors have ever 
been able to match.



Streamline business 
processes across 
all divisions

Keep your data 
consistent and 
up-to-date in a single 
location

Run customized 
reports easier 
without help from IT

Improved accuracy, 
consistency and 
security of data

EFFICIENCY INTEGRATED 
INFORMATION

SIMPLIFIED
REPORTING

CUSTOMER 
SERVICE

SECURITY

It’s not easy. That’s why we’re here.
If someone tells you that implementing new software is easy, run for the hills. The truth is, it’s not 
easy, but the potential payoffs are huge.

ERP - Enterprise Resource Planning

Acumatica Cloud ERP      A powerful and flexible cloud ERP for the mid-market
Sage X3        Great for food & beverage, pharmaceutical and other process 
         manufacturing-type companies; available on-premise or in the cloud
Sage 500        One of the first to develop an ERP mid-market application from   
         the ground up based on Microsoft SQL Server® and Visual Studio®

Microsoft Dynamics GP      Ideal for all small to mid-sized companies
Microsoft Dynamics SL      The go-to option for companies that need project accounting 

CRM - Customer Relationship Management

Sage CRM        Works with Sage ERP solutions to achieve a single customer-centric 
         view across the organization
Microsoft Dynamics CRM      Integrates seamlessly with your website and Microsoft apps (like 
         Outlook). Accessible anywhere, anytime with a scalable and configurable 
         platform for small to mid-sized businesses

BI - Business Intelligence

Solver BI360            Offers modern, user-friendly reporting with out-of-box integrations to 
         Microsoft Dynamics ERPs, Sage ERPs and popular cloud-based systems
Sage Enterprise Intelligence     Access and analyze data with ease for better-informed decisions. 
         Fully integrates with Sage X3
Prophix        A comprehensive, unified BI application that includes budgeting, 
         reporting and financial consolidation. Easy to use and implement

Via faster, more 
accurate access to 
customers’ information 
and history

Software Solutions
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Contact us to learn more:
844-466-8477 | info@nextecgroup.com
NexTecGroup.com

NexTec by the numbers...


